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BASIC DEFINITIONS
Match a term on the left with its definition on the right.

1

Backwash – C

A ‘statutory assessments’, Sats 1, Sats 2 (ages 7 + 11), carried out in
primary schools in England, within the UK Nat. Curriculum

2

CEFR

B ‘the accuracy with which’ an assessment measures what it is
supposed to measure

3

direct testing

C can be used interchangeably with washback

4

impact

D measures students’ knowledge and ability in what lies beneath the
skills, e.g. grammatical knowledge

5

indirect
testing

E requires the learner to actually perform a communicative skill /
authentic task

6

negative
washback

F how test use affects society, an education system, and individuals;
macro level: in terms of the societal or educational system; micro
level, in terms of the individuals (e.g. teachers, students)

7

OFSTED

G the Common European Frame of Reference – a proficiency scale from
A1 (Basic user) to C2 (Proficient user); includes ‘can-do’ statements

8

positive
washback

H the consistency of scores or test results; e.g. if a student took the
same test the following day, would the test results be the same?

9

reliability

I the harmful consequences of a test, e.g. instruction is based too
heavily on test preparation at the expense of content learning

10 Sats

J the influence of testing on teaching and learning

11 validity

K when a test encourages ‘good’ teaching practice, e.g. as well as
preparing for an oral proficiency test, students also develop improved
speaking skills; when a test promotes a connection between
standards and instruction

12 washback

L the Office for Standards in Education, Children's Services and Skills:
school inspections & the regulation of educational services

OVER TO YOU!
Look at one of the three tasks below / opposite:
a) What language / skills is it testing?
b) What activities could you do in the classroom to help prepare students for this?
Euroexam Level B2 – SPEAKING – Transactional Dialogues, Task Three

Euroexam Level B2 – SPEAKING – Picture Story, Task Two
The story starts like this: “As usual on Mondays, Tim’s alarm clock went off at 7 o’clock.”

(+ 6 more pictures, not included here)

2

Euroexam Level B1 – LISTENING – Making Notes, Task Two

Extract from Audio script:
[…] The school offers courses in a variety of languages, and not just English. Here you can also study
French, Spanish, Japanese and Korean – and all the courses are taught by native speakers. You can also
choose the course that is best for you. It’s possible to study on short intensive courses or on longer halfday courses. You can also join a one-year intensive course, but this course is not available to students
who don’t have a visa. If you’re interested in improving your grammar or speaking then there are special
courses for that too. All our courses start in the summer.
On most courses, there are four lessons each day. Lessons are always 90-minutes long and the maximum
number of students in each group is 13, but the average is eight. At the end of the day you can do some
extra studying as the building is open all day. […]

3

What makes a good test / exam?
“A good test” …
1. focuses on a single skill [i.e. don’t mix reading and writing]
2. measures the performance of doing sth through language [e.g. using CEFR ‘can-do’
statements]
3. uses a task-based approach, whereby participants carry out a task [e.g. negotiating
meaning]
4. defines and limits criteria [criterion-referenced; i.e. how well a candidate can use
language to communicate meanings]
5. reflects and encourages good classroom practice [specifically related to washback]
(KEITH MORROW)
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